PRODUCT CATALOGUE
SPRING/SUMMER '07

A HANGAR FULL OF NEW TITLES INSIDE
A VERY BUSY SCHEDULE!

Welcome to the Just Flight and Just Trains Spring/Summer catalogue. We’ve got a record number of releases planned this year and you won’t have to look far down our schedule to find a flight to take or a train to climb aboard.

Our range of download software is expanding all the time and many products are now available in this format. There are even some special ‘Download only’ titles that you’ll find exclusively on Just Flight’s website. The purchase and installation process couldn’t be simpler – choose your title and get airborne in minutes!

The first volume in our VFR Real Scenery series is out and the others are following hot on its heels. If you don’t want a whole volume but would like to indulge in a bit of sightseeing over the real landscape, we’re releasing a number of UK cities as download packs – London is out now, the Birmingham/Coventry/Wolverhampton area is following soon and there will be more in the next few months. We’re also looking at providing some other cities to the same high standards as the rest of the VFR Real series, but from outside England and Wales – keep an eye on the news pages at www.justflight.com for more exciting announcements!

To help you see the landscape at its best we’re working on some excellent General Aviation aircraft including an Archer and a Robinson R-44 helicopter. Our popular F-Lite range is expanding and will soon have a DC-10 in its ranks. You’ll soon be able to completely slip the surly bonds of earth with our new Space Shuttle expansion – pilot the shuttle to base from the edge of space!

Do you want to add a little more purpose to your flights? What you need is our new Mission Packs series. The first one – Rescue Pilot – is due out soon and we’re already working on further instalments.

We hope this glimpse of things to come will whet your appetite and don’t forget that the Just Flight website is the place to go for some of the best deals in simulation – you CAN have great software and great value.

For the very latest prices and more details on the entire Just Flight and Just Trains ranges, please visit our websites at www.justflight.com and www.justtrains.net
And now for something completely different from Captain Sim.

Have you got the skill to pilot the legendary Space Shuttle? Take the controls of the Space Shuttle and guide it back to earth in this exhilarating simulation for Flight Simulator X or 2004. Developed by the award-winning team at feelThere, this fantastic aircraft is the last word in opulence. Of course, flying it is even more exciting than being a passenger, and the cockpits, avionics, flight models and systems are all designed to the highest level of accuracy. Let the Legacy waft you round the world in the lap of luxury!

“An excellent rendition” PC Pilot

Despite passing its 75th birthday, the Tiger Moth still performs like a thoroughbred. Thousands of pilots won their wings in this fantastic machine and you can still learn to fly in one today! It’s a fabulous aircraft and the award-winning team at Aeroplane Heaven have used their skills to give Flight Simulator X and FS2004 pilots the chance to fly it.

“A lovely job!” Flightsim.com

“Stunning” PC Pilot

Realistic scenery is all very well, but there really is no substitute for the real thing! VFR Real Scenery uses the very latest digital aerial images of the UK to transform Flight Simulator X into the real landscape you can see from the air.

• Uses 1.2m per pixel data for pin-sharp detail
• Includes 9.6m mesh terrain data which hugely improves the default relief
• Individual night textures that makes flying after dark a real eye-opener
• FSX water effects on rivers, canals and other water features – you can land a seaplane in VFR Real Scenery!
• Differences in runway alignment between photographic scenery and the default have been individually corrected – you won’t seem any ghosts in VFR Real Scenery!
• The colours of the scenery in VFR Real Scenery have been carefully corrected to avoid garish hues and ensure that the countryside looks realistic.

“Stunning” PC Pilot

Download VFR Real Scenery of Greater London direct to your PC! Fly over the REAL London. The entire area within the M25 is included – high-resolution images, ‘real’ water and improved night textures. This really is a capital download!

FLIGHT SIMULATOR X

Flight Simulator X is the culmination of nearly 25 years development in the FS series and is acknowledged by press and public as the best yet. FSX comes in two versions – Standard or deluxe - and provides virtual pilots with new aircraft to fly and a more detailed world than earlier versions.

Experience what it’s like to be a pilot and have real distractions - shades your eyes from the glare of reflective paint, visit your home town or explore a city on the other side of the world.

Visit www.justflight.com for a fantastic offer on Flight Simulator X!
The world's most famous heavy transport is ready for haulage in Flight Simulator 2004. C-130 Hercules is undoubtedly the most sophisticated re-creation of a military aircraft to grace the simulated skies. Remarkable graphics and a superb array of over 80 detailed animations are mated to an accurate flight model that has been tested by Hercules crews. The package has been officially licensed by Lockheed Martin and the RAF. This is the complete Hercules experience!

“A level of detail and authenticity never seen before…” Avsim.com

Best Military Aircraft of 2005 - Flugsimulation.com

For flight sim fans who want to fly an airliner then FS2004 is happy to oblige. But, what if a virtual aviator wants to take on the role of a commercial pilot? Airliner Pilot is looking for flight crew and you can be part of the team! Recruiters fly their way through the program, with authentic schedules to meet, weather to contend with and much, much more - watch your career progress towards the Captain’s seat.

Product of the Year - Flightsim.com

Compatibility: FS2004
Availability: OUT NOW

AIRLINER PILOT

The world's most famous heavy transport is ready for haulage in Flight Simulator 2004. C-130 Hercules is undoubtedly the most sophisticated re-creation of a military aircraft to grace the simulated skies. Remarkable graphics and a superb array of over 80 detailed animations are mated to an accurate flight model that has been tested by Hercules crews. The package has been officially licensed by Lockheed Martin and the RAF. This is the complete Hercules experience!

“A level of detail and authenticity never seen before…” Avsim.com

Best Military Aircraft of 2005 - Flugsimulation.com

For flight sim fans who want to fly an airliner then FS2004 is happy to oblige. But, what if a virtual aviator wants to take on the role of a commercial pilot? Airliner Pilot is looking for flight crew and you can be part of the team! Recruiters fly their way through the program, with authentic schedules to meet, weather to contend with and much, much more - watch your career progress towards the Captain’s seat.

Product of the Year - Flightsim.com

Compatibility: FS2004
Availability: OUT NOW

C-130 HERCULES
RAF VULCAN
Compatibility: FSX/FS2004
Availability: COMING SOON

Our hugely popular Vulcan is due for re-release for Flight Simulator X. The program is being updated for FSX compatibility and will include a repaint kit and FSX multi-viewers. Seven different Vulcans are included along with the Vulcan's famous public address system.

“Another exceptional product”
Flightsim.com

“A must for any V-bomber fan!”
Today's Pilot

LANCASTER
Compatibility: FS2004
Availability: OUT NOW

Designed to win a war, the Lancaster still sets the pulses racing. Lancaster is officially licensed by the RAF and features 12 variants, including the modified Dam Busters aircraft. Virtual pilots can now leave their cockpits and choose to sit at other stations in the aircraft - bomb aimer, air gunner, navigator and wireless operator.

“A worthy tribute.”
Flysimnetwork.net

SR-71 BLACKBIRD
Compatibility: FS2004
Availability: OUT NOW

New York to London in under two hours? It can only be the SR-71 Blackbird! Now virtual pilots can experience a form of aviation in FS2004 that was only ever enjoyed in the real world by the elite. From the subsonic speed to the black paintwork to the menacing engine intakes, the sinister beauty of the SR-71 has been captured in this brilliant recreation. Animations abound and include the trademark leaking fuel and braking parachute.

“This is one beautiful plane.” Reheat.org

TRAIN DRIVER
Compatibility: Standalone Simulation/Trainz
Availability: OUT NOW

Journey back to a time when the train really did take the strain. Drive the trains of the world-famous West Somerset Railway. Five locomotives, loads of rolling stock and 25 miles of detailed track.

“An aircraft for all enthusiasts.”
Reheat.org

SEVERN VALLEY RAILWAY
Compatibility: MS Train Simulator
Availability: OUT NOW

A high quality re-creation of the famous preserved railway that runs from Worcestershire to Shropshire. Includes locos, rolling stock, stations and huts.

“An aircraft for all enthusiasts.”
Reheat.org

RAF TORNADO
Compatibility: FS2004/2002/CFS3
Availability: OUT NOW

In FS2004/2002 you can fly the Tornado in 16 different liveries from one of three custom airfields to try out the terrain-hugging radar, use the ground proximity warning system, or test your flying skills behind the VC-10 and KC-10 with the in-flight refuelling feature – a first for Flight Simulator!

“A fine product.” Avsim.com

West Somerset Railway
Compatibility: MS Train Simulator
Availability: OUT NOW

A 2006 expansion for Microsoft Train Simulator with 10 beautifully re-created trains from the finest preserved railways in the UK. Includes the HST 125 and engines from Germany, Holland, France and Italy.

“An aircraft for all enthusiasts.”
Reheat.org

TWIN TRACKS
Take advantage of our great double offer and add Microsoft’s Train Simulator to one of five great railway add-ons from just £19.99. Choose from West Somerset Railway, American Classics, Severn Valley Railway, TGV Train Sim Pack and Euro Loco Pack.
Did you know that many of Just Flight's great expansions are available to purchase by download from our Download Shop at www.justflight.com? Here is a selection of some of the great products available. Make sure you visit regularly to see what's new.

**VFR REAL SCENERY LONDON**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
The area within the M25 - as it is in real life!

**SPITFIRE & TEMPEST**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
A dogfight double fully updated for FSX

**SCHWEIZER 300CBI**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
The greatest biplane trainer of them all

**TIGER MOTH**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Fully updated for Flight Simulator X

**Trafﬁc**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Add new aircraft to your airborne traffic

**TRAFFIC PLUSPAK – JET AIRLINERS 1**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
New airliners will keep you busy!

**TRAFFIC PLUSPAK – MILITARY AIRCRAFT 1**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Busier military airspace

**TRAFFIC PLUSPAK – MILITARY AIRCRAFT 2**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Even busier military airspace

**A340-500/600**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Europe's finest four engines

**AIRBUS COLLECTION**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Open up for the Beluga!

**VFR REAL SCENERY – BIRMINGHAM**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Accurate photographic scenery of Birmingham, Wolverhampton and Coventry

**RESCUE PILOT – MISSION PACK**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
A great set of exciting missions for Flight Simulator X

**EUROFIGHTER**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Europe's latest fighter will soon be ready for deployment!

**R-44 HELICOPTER**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
A brilliant Robinson from the team that brought you Schweizer

**MOSQUITO**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
The Wooden Wonder is at action stations

**757 PROFESSIONAL**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
The spectacular 757 in -200 and -300 variants from PSS

**A330-200/300**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
An amazing Airbus for the F-Lite fleet

**DC-10**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
Fly a truly classic airliner in an F-Lite guise

**ARCHER**
Compatibility: FSX
Availability: OUT NOW
A highly detailed General Aviation classic
Packed with reviews of the latest simulation software, every issue includes a FREE cover-mounted CD-Rom featuring the latest software demo's, promotional videos, programme patches and updates, as well as a selection of flight sim software!

PC-Pilot provides informed comment from carefully chosen contributors and the content covers every aspect of the aviation world, from airliners to modern jet combat, flight training to aerobatics, historical aircraft to microlights and gliders.

Don’t miss out! Subscribe!

Call +44 (0) 1780 755 131 or visit www.pcpilot.net today!